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Divorce is a choice and we all should have the freedom to make choices. The psychological effects from the
dissolution of a marriage are harder on children because they usually feel it is their fault that mommy and
daddy are not together anymore. The ones who craft laws will of course find ways to make those they crafted
advantageous to them. However, although, in some cases, divorce is the only solution for a family to live in
peace, one must think many times before taking such decision, and that is because of many. If chlorine gas is
added to sodium metal to do Na chloride. Simplify the divorce process and let the couples continue on with
their lives in to find the partner they will be happy with to live their lives. Furthermore, in cases where a union
is more harmful than beneficial, a divorce can be a benevolent and less hurtful way of severing ties with your
partner. But neither divorce can guarantee a dense protection. Here is why the writers assert that divorce
should be implemented in the Philippines. Fifty percent of all marriages will end in divorce and each year 2
million children are newly introduced to their parents separation, Monthly Vital Statistics Report. Yes, divorce
can end ones agony out of a miserable marriage but remember that ending it that way is against the sublime
law of God. While everyone waiting for this bill to become a law is ecstatic, I would just like to suggest
suntok sa buwan, though! Why deny them the chance to regain their liberty and happiness? Divorces have
been around for a long time, and unfortunately kids have always been affected the most according to their age.
Critical thinking about nofault law in divorce Essay Words 3 Pages The divorce is a legal ending of a
marriage. A divorce is a legal action between married people to terminate their marriage relationship.
Conforming to an article Bulatlat, , an annulment case takes two years or longer to arrive at a conclusion.
Article 36 declares that a marriage is void from the beginning when one or both spouses are psychologically
incapacitated to perform the essential marital obligations. Thus, it only means legal separation but not actually
ending marriage. Some say one advantage of divorce compare to legal separation is it gives the opportunity for
the parted couples to remarry another, move on and live a happy life. Divorce does not concern itself with
validity or invalidity of a marriage. This is one of the reasons why divorce should be legalized in the
Philippines. In accordance with House Bill No. The remedy of annulment is based on specified grounds that
occurred at the time of the celebration of the marriage, such as lack of parental consent and vitiated consent.
This paperwork also intends to review the issues and arguments that are being raised by the Filipinos. The
House committee on modification of laws kicked off its discussions on the divisive divorce bill, with pro- and
anti-divorce policymakers facing off on the subject of legalizing divorce in the nation. Women, nowadays,
lack confidence because they know that there are no laws to support them. Above all else, divorce has a huge
influence on children and their parents, respectively. Something is just not right with the relationship anymore,
so Around half of those divorces will involve children. Divorce is very hard on people who have to deal with
this.


